55th Annual Meeting
Heidegger Circle
Program

Virtual Conference PST Time Zone
*Please check time zones at the end of this program*

Virtual Meeting
MAY 7 – 8, 2021
AND
MAY 14 – 15, 2021

Conference fee $50.00
Membership fee $35.00
Graduate fee $15.00
Free for undergraduates

Convenor: Róisín Lally | Phone: 509.362.6006 | Email: lally@gonzaga.edu
Important Notices for Meeting Attendees
The 2021 Meeting of the Heidegger Circle will be held virtually rather than in person due to the coronavirus pandemic. Modelling the APA, the meeting will take place over two consecutive Friday and Saturday periods: May 7-8 and May 14-15, 2021.

Information about the Virtual Meeting Format

The virtual meeting will include the same types of events and sessions as in-person meetings. All events will be held over Zoom without exception. Unless presenters opt out, meeting sessions will be recorded, and the recordings will be available for registrants to view for one year following the meeting. To present or actively participate in sessions, you will need a computer, smartphone, or tablet with a camera, microphone, and internet access.

For more information, please contact Roisin Lally at lally@gonzaga.edu. Session chairs and speakers should attend the workshop, April 30, 2021 at 9.00 a.m. PST. A link to this meeting will be sent closer to the day.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT REGISTRATION

Registration at Heidegger Circle (heidegger-circle.org) is open and will be available through the year after the meeting during which the session recordings remain available. Registration fee is $50.00. To register for the conference, you must be a member in good standing. Membership is $35.00, $15.00 graduate and under waged, and free for undergraduates.

CONTACT

Róisín Lally | Phone: 509.362.6006 | Email: lally@gonzaga.edu
Friday, May 7, Morning, 10.30 – 11.00a.m. Opening Address
Speaker: Julia Ireland, Presiding Officer, Heidegger Circle, Whitman College
Speaker: Provost Deena González, Gonzaga University
Speaker: Róisín Lally, Gonzaga University

Friday, May 7, Midday, 11.00am – 12.50pm Heidegger and Sustainability
Chair: Kevin Aho Florida Gulf Coast University EST
Speaker: Trish Glazebrook Washington State University PST
“Heidegger, Capital, and Sustainability”
Speaker: Róisín Lally Gonzaga University PST
“Perdurant Time: Extending the Concept of Sustainability”
Speaker: Casey Rentmeester Bellin College CST
“Beyond Bestand: A Heideggerian Path to Sustainability”

Friday, May 7, Afternoon, 2.00pm – 3.50pm Author Meets Critics
David Wood, Reoccupy Earth Notes toward an Other Beginning (New York: Fordham University Press, 2019)
Chair: John Preston University of South Florida
Author: David Wood Vanderbilt CST
Critics: Chris Merwin Emory University EST
Daniela Vallega-Neu University of Oregon PST

Friday, May 7, Late Afternoon, 4.00pm – 4.45pm
Chair: Julia Ireland Whitman College
Speaker: Gregory Fried Boston College EST
“Something Wicked this Way Comes: Responding to Alt-Right Appropriation of Heidegger”?
Respondent: Shane Ewegen, Trinity College

Friday, May 7, Evening, 4.00pm – 5.00pm Happy Hour
Saturday, May 8, Morning, 9.00 – 10.50 a.m. Heidegger and Technology

Chair: Elizabeth Schultz, Gonzaga University
Speaker: Agostino Cera Academy of Fine Arts of Naples CET
“Towards a Heideggerian-Renaissance in the Philosophy of Technology”
Speaker: Richard Ackermann Independent scholar
“A Phenomenology of the God That Would Save Us”
Speaker: Eric Luft Gegensatz Press
“The Game of Thrownness: A Reconsideration of Geworfenheit”

Saturday, May 8, Midday, 11.00am – 12.50pm Heidegger and the Ethics of Climate Change

Chair: Shane Ewegen, Trinity College
Speaker: Rylie Johnson Emory University EST
“Heidegger’s Confrontation with Jünger”
Speaker: Jeffrey Gower Wabash College EST
“Theory and Practice on the Edge of Climate Catastrophe”
Speaker: Brendan Mahony State University New York Polytechnic Institute EST
“Building a Sustainable Dwelling on the Earth: Heidegger, Thoreau, and Environmental Virtue Ethics”

Saturday, May 8, Afternoon, 2.00pm – 3.50pm Author Meets Critics
Dana Belu, Heidegger, Reproductive Technology & The Motherless Age (Palgrave Macmillan, April 2017)
Chair: Scott Campbell Nazareth College EST
Author: Dana Belu California State University Dominguez Hills PST
Critics: Jill Drouillard Mississippi University for Women CST
Sharin Elkholy University of Houston – Downtown CST

Saturday, May 8, Late Afternoon, 4.00pm – 4.45pm

Chair: John Rose Goucher College EST
Speaker: Babette Babich Fordham University GMT
“Plane Crashes, Perception, and Hermeneutic Technoscience”
Respondent: Daniel O’Dea Bradley Gonzaga University PST
Friday, May 14, Morning, 9.00 – 10.50 a.m.
Chair: Melanie Swan *Purdue University* EST
Speaker: Paul Lucas Goldberg *James Madison University*  
“Refuting the Vorhanden Readers of Heidegger’s Philosophy of Science in *Being and Time*”
Speaker: Vicente Muñoz-Reja *Boston College* EST  
“Constitution of Being, Manner of Being, Structure of Being”
Speaker: Thomas Rule *University of California Santa Cruz* PST  
“The Homely and the Foreign: Heidegger on Belonging”

Friday, May 14, Midday, 11.00am – 12.50pm Heidegger Reading Hölderlin:
**Poetry, Nature, Earth**
Chair: Babette Babich *Fordham University*
Speaker: Julia Ireland *Whitman College* PST  
“Heidegger and the Critics: Reading Semele’s Ashes”
Speaker: Rodrigo Therezo *University of Freiburg* CES  
“Against Pacifism: Heidegger, Hölderlin, and the Earth”
Speaker: William McNeill *DePaul University* CST  
“More Ancient than the Ages: Rethinking Nature with Heidegger and Hölderlin”

12.50pm – 2.20 pm e-Business Meeting

Friday, May 14, Afternoon, 2.20pm – 4.00pm Author Meets Critics
Chair: Trish Glazebrook *Washington State University* PST
Author: Bob Scharff *University of New Hampshire* EST
Critics: Lawrence Hatab *Old Dominion University* EST  
Matthew Kruger-Ross *West Chester University of Pennsylvania* EST

Friday, May 14, Late Afternoon, 4.00pm – 4.45pm
Chair: Dana Belu *California State University Dominguez Hills* PST
Speaker: Robert Stolorow *Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis* PST  
“Planet Earth: Crumbling Metaphysical Illusion”
Respondent: Tyler Tritten, *Gonzaga University*
Saturday, May 15, Morning, 9.00 – 10.50 a.m. Heidegger and Kant
Chair: Rodrigo Therezo *University of Freiburg* CES
Speaker: Morganna Lambeth *Purdue University* EST
“The Role of Receptivity in Heidegger’s Kant Interpretation”
Speaker: David Suarez *University of Toronto* EST
“Big Nothing”
Speaker: Melanie Swan *Purdue University* EST
“Heidegger and Kant’s Sustainability in Time and Reason”

Saturday, May 15, Morning, 11.00 – 12.50 a.m. Teaching Panel
Chair: Tyler Tritten *Gonzaga University*
Speaker: Catriona Hanley *Loyola University* CST
“Technology and the Crisis of Nature”
Speaker: John Rose *Goucher College* EST
“Heidegger the Obscure and Heraclitus the Obscure”
Speaker: Katherine Davies *University of Texas Dallas* CD
“Teaching to Learn, Learning to Teach: Heidegger’s Country Path Conversations”

Saturday, May 15, Afternoon, 2.00 – 3.50pm Heidegger and Film Workshop
Chair: Róisín Lally *Gonzaga University*
Event: Shawn Loht, *Baton Rouge Community College*
"An Introduction to the Philosophy of Film Through Heidegger: Film Read Through Heidegger’s Philosophies of Art and Technology"

Time Zones
PST  09.00am
CST  11.00am
EST  12.00am
GMT 05.00pm (Greenwich Mean Time)
CET  06.00pm (Central European Time)

Sponsored by
Office of the Dean of Arts and Science

Convenor: Róisín Lally | Phone: 509.362.6006 | Email: lally@gonzaga.edu